Happenings at Agrotek Batu 14 Hulu Langat
The Run

Run Pack about 70; Run ±11km; 4 checks; FROP – 7:25pm Allesandro Sherpa followed by guest
MalaiChai and Chew Leng Chai; LROP – 8:30pm Peter Cushion & Roy Ng. Hare and co-hares : Lim
Kim Hai (HoiLoongWong), mastermind A-Meng, cohares A-Lek, A-Siong and gang.
The hare arrived in his mobile restaurant with his UM around 5:30pm which out of the norm
that the hare must not be seen at the run site before 6. OnSec penalised him 6 crates of beers
which HoiLoongWong was prepared to swallow and had later paid up! Flying Man also had paid
up his owing of beers since he did not delegate to do the scribe, knowing that he can’t.
Here is Ken Wong’s Scribe of the run which came in real early on Saturday morning at 1:27am.
AGROTECH – HULU LANGAT, a familiar running site to the members. I recalled there were 3 runs
set within 3 months few years ago. Cars parked along the side of road and On-site was on the
usual “reserved” empty field. Although it’s raining, with the result on cooling down the hot
temperature for the past few days, hashers were relaxed and pleasantly started the run at 6pm
sharp.
Papers found on left of the road and led us walked up all the way to the top of hill. Falsie was set
on left side of the transmission tower but did not drag us too long to break the 1st Check, it was
a Forward-Check. Rain seemed won’t stop for this evening, running and run faster is the only
best way to keep us warmed in this condition of weather!
Another falsie was set on left of the three-fork junction for 2nd Check. XXX broke the check and
led us ran into rubber estate. Two more fault trails on left and right sides were found when
reached to the peak for 3rd Check. Experienced hashers with no hesitancy went straight all the
way into the woods.
Condition of running became more challenging when feet felt uncomfortable mud sticking on
shoes along the trail. However, hashers have no issue with this as they enjoyed much for their
sweat mixing with rain at this moment. When we out from the woods, 4th Check was awaiting
break by passing through houses of local village. After all, hashers knew that home trail was not

too far to start from them. It was a long way back to the site with about 6km yet a good
time/opportunity to overtake and challenge others. The total distance of today’s run is 11km
Alessandro was the 1st runner with no doubt on his tip top condition, came out at 7.25pm. 2nd
runner was the guest MalaiChai.

The Circle
Food was served immediately after runners came back and everyone had a go with the
scrumptious spread. Circle started around 9:00pm with OnSec calling the members to sit closer.
A-Kah was the butler.
All guest paid up except one which was running almost sideways and an UM! But 4 legged!
Kenny Soh was brought up to drink.
The hare was brought up to drink from the pisspot with his co-hares with a good run verdict
except for the fumble that he turn up before 6 at the run site.
Joint Master Hew had none to say but had asked OnSec to put up notices to remind the
upcoming hares to confirm their run dates and run sites.
OnCash Soh announced that the ‘Chow Khar’ list on Q2 still have a list of names. Those on the
list would be treated as equally as other members but would be drenched in red paint.
Guests were MalaiChai and Tet-Ng-Tet (both from MKH4) and Mike Chang (from Puchong H4) as
with a quick introduction from the OnSec.
InterHashSec Ninja Invitations from:
1. Kajang H3 GM’s Run on 28/4/18 (Saturday) @ Semenyih Hi-Tech 6
2. Pekan Baru Hazards on 5th to 6th May 2018 @ Tanjung Balai, Pulau Karimun Besar Indonesia
3. Chakdey H3 on 19th to 21st October 2018 @ Pattaya, Thailand.

Bomoh Time by John Dodgson
John was about to leave as the circle started a bit late, Russell left early stating that his family
was in town. David Excellent Choice was challenging Won Tian Haur some where, both were not
around.
So, the Bomoh first recognised Russell as named in this and other hashes as “Russell St.
George’s Jones” but as a saint, he went off saving duty somewhere, which OnCash Soh had to
stand in. OnSec was next as the Bomoh had during his time as OnSec plagiarised one blog the
scribes weekly.
A gathering of all past OnSecs were done with the Bomoh calling up all the men and confused
them who and which year they were OnSec, dementia suiting – Dennis Khoo, Kanagaratnam,
Mike Kuan, Playboy Choo, Mike Moi, Kau Peng Yap, Edwin, Bomoh himself (John) and the
current OnSec. All were OnDwoned.
The Bomoh concluded his duty with a last charge on the hare for the night and his 8-odd cohares were OnDowned for the first check blooper as considered by the Bomoh.
As loudly commented during Bomoh’s hauling of the past OnSecs, Mountain Goat was brought
to the box. The mere question was shouted across the floor on why some were not wearing the
club’s waist coat/vest. So

now, every last Monday of the month, all
members are required to wear the club’s waist coat/vest. Mountain
Goat was OnDowned with song #5.
Charges from the floor:
Ninja brought up a chair that he found lying in the run site on the previous run and would ask
for a 2-slabs beer ransom from the owner who claims it. Then he showed a newspaper clipping

on the recent concluded F1 race in Xiamen China which Kenny Soh taught the F1 drivers on how
to drink from their shoes.
Zurch Bee hauled up Ninja for making a lot of noises during the run when the chargee was
commenting and discouraging the charger from going further on the run just after the steep
climb to the first check. This

On On
Good food (mussels, big prawns too) was served at the run site, the hare threw in 6 crates of
Tiger beers (big bottles) to pay up his penalty. There were a bunch of guys who stayed back to
enjoy the cool night till late. OnSec left around 1:25am, leaving A-Meng and gang still drinking
and chit-chatting away with jokes and stuff.

